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Is it a cookbook? Is it a joke book? Are the secrets to L&L dishes like Chicken Katsu, Chicken

Adobo, and Beef Stew really revealed? Well it s all that so you can enjoy the two most favorite

activities in Hawaii (laughing and eating) in Eddie Flores Jr. s first book, $266 Million Winning

Lottery Recipes L&L Hawaiian Barbecue Cookbook, richly illustrated by noted island artist Jon

Murakami. Many of us wonder how the food tastes so good at L&L. Eddie with his chef share over

60 recipes as well as provide cooking tips. And beside each recipe is a cartoon that will make you

laugh.
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While living in Hawaii, I often ate lunch at L&L. The food was tasty and reasonably priced, it was

close, and it even had some vaguely healthy options. Since returning to the mainland, I have

missed L&L. The good news for me is that the founder, Eddie Flores, wrote down his recipes, and

shared them in this book.My favorites include the grilled mahi-mahi and the garlic shrimp. The

musubi are good too. To his credit, Eddie did not neglect things like the barbeque sauce or the

teriyaki sauce recipes (the BBQ is okay,and different from the East coast variations, the teriyaki

sauce is excellent, and now you can control how salty it is; I recommend Aloha low sodium soy

sauce for that one).The comics are very good too, and make fun of L&L as much as anything else.

Most will be funnier if you have lived in Hawaii.As a gift, one must exercise caution. Initially, was

thinking of giving this to a friend whose wife collects cookbooks, but as she is Muslim, and many of



the recipes are pork based, that was a bad idea. Same for another friend who's wife keeps kosher.

Yup, the vegetarian is right out of there too. And if someone doesn't have a sense of humor, that is

not a good idea either.Excellent cookbook with great recipes and humor. Just be careful who you

give it to.Edward M. Van Court

I absolutely LOVE this cook book!!!!! I moved to the mainland a few years ago and miss my

Hawaii... everything about it. Especially my O'Hana, my Hawaiian foods and my L&L in Kailua!!!!

Mahalo for making this cookbook. It is a little piece of home and that means the world to me. The

recipes are all well written and very easy to understand and the comics are hilarious!!! Aloha!

Comic book and cookbook in one. This book is a joy to read and makes a great coffee table book.

Recipes are easy to follow and uncomplicated. Most can be made in about 30 minutes for quick

meals. Some ingredients may not be easily found in your local grocery store but Asian grocers will

usually carry them or you can order online if needed. Over 60 recipes including lumpia and my

favorite macaroni salad. Recipes for chicken dishes, beef, pork, seafood, vegetables, soups and

sauces, sides, and desserts. Well worth the price.

I bought this only for two recipes, the mac salad and the bbq chicken, cause l and l makes the best

of these two! the first time i got this though that recipe was missing from the book along with some

others, so be careful and check your book for this

This cookbook has a bunch of recipes in it and I mainly bought it for the macaroni salad recipe

which is in there (but I don't think it's the same as the mac salad sides they serve). There are a lot of

L&L Hawaiian BBQ comic strips in here along side the recipes which is cute and funny. I don't find

the recipes too elaborate at times but they are do-able. This would be a good cookbook for a teens

or young adults who already know the basic's to cooking in general.

I love L & L. I had my first taste on the Big Island and I was hooked! I've tried both the Kahlua Pig

and Katsu Chicken recipes and they are on the mark! My family always asks for seconds:) Thank

you L & L!!!!

I'm a longtime, loyal L&L customer. Half this book is recipes; there's a lot of what's on any L&L's

menu board, and also lot of local dishes L&Ls don't sell (squid lu'au, for example); the other half is



great cartoons. The recipes cover everything from the supremely simple (spam musubi, anyone?) to

the not so simple. They're also not afraid to recommend the manufacturer they prefer for specific

ingredients, which is great if you want to exactly duplicate the restaurant flavor.I'll be honest,

though. I bought this for the cartoons, which are both hilarious and very, very down-to-earth, humble

and -real-. What other restaurant chain but L&L is down to earth enough to be brave enough to have

such a good laugh at its own expense? From p. 28: a customer asks the guys behind the counter "Is

your food healthy?" They just look at him in silence ("...") The title of the cartoon is Don't Ask, Don't

Tell.

I got hooked on L&L while living on the West coast. Their teriyaki beef lunch plate with two scoops

of L&L's macaroni salad was my go-to menu item for so many lunches. Even while living out West

and having L&L close by, I still searched in vain for a copy-cat recipe to make their macaroni salad.

Now on the East coast, I've been without L&L for five years now; the closest franchise a

considerable drive to up-state NY. On and off for 10 years I've been looking for this recipe and

finally Mr. Flores did us all a solid and included the recipe for his famous macaroni salad on the

pages within. Worth the purchase price alone.
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